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Dielectric-Band Photonic Crystal Nanobeam Lasers
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Abstract—We investigate a mode gap confined dielectric
band laser via a 1-D photonic crystal (PhC) nanobeam (NB)
nanocavity with lattice gradually shifted PhC mirror. Owing
to different modal symmetries, different zeroth-order dielectric
mode properties, including quality factors, mode volumes,
lasing thresholds, and slope efficiencies, in nanocavities with two
different cavity sizes are investigated. In experiments, single-mode
lasing from dielectric bands with low effective lasing thresholds is
obtained. Rising of the high-order modes is also observed when
we increase the PhC mirror periods for high Q factor of the
zeroth-order dielectric mode. In addition, we observe the bonding
and antibonding modes in beamwidth mismatched coupled NB
nanocavities and switch the dominant lasing mode via spatially
nonuniform carrier injection.

Index Terms—Photonic crystal (PhC), nanobeam (NB),
nanocavity, semiconductor laser.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the past decade, 2-D photonic crystal (PhC) devices
were once regarded as the best candidate to control the

photons on-demand in planar photonic integrated circuits
(PICs). Via various unique features of PhCs, for example,
photonic bandgap, mode gap [1], and so on, researchers can
locally confine the photons in the PhC nanocavities [1]–[5] with
extremely low optical losses and ultra-small mode volumes
close to one half-wavelength cubic [4] for realizing efficient
nanolaser source. However, a huge amount of lattice periods is
essential for these excellent properties in 2-D PhC nanocavities
and leads to very large device footprint even larger than the
micro-optic resonators [6] (micro-disks, -toroids, -rings, and so
on) based on total internal reflection.
Fortunately, owing to the nature of nanophotonic design in re-

cent years, researchers had found that the same proposal can also
be achieved by 1-D PhCs on a ridge waveguide [7]–[10] (also
known as the nanobeam (NB)], as shown in Fig. 1(a). Very re-
cently, various 1-D PhCNB nanocavities have been investigated
and applied to active and passive devices for planar PICs, for ex-
ample, nanolasers, [11]–[13], optical filters [14], [15], bistable
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switches [16], optomechanical nanoresonators [17], optical nan-
otweezers [18], optical biosensors [19], [20], and so on. Unlike
2-D PhC nanocavities, devices based on 1-D PhC NB nanocav-
ities not only greatly reduce the device footprint in one dimen-
sion, but also have good compatibility and flexibility for inte-
grating in highly condensed PICs via optical waveguide acces-
sories [14], [21].
In this study, we investigate a mode gap confined dielectric

band laser via a 1-D PhC NB nanocavity with lattice gradually
shifted PhC mirror. In Section II, we will show 1-D PhC NB
nanocavity designs with two different cavity sizes and their dif-
ferent zeroth-order dielectric modal properties. The measured
zeroth-order dielectric mode lasing properties from the real de-
vices will be discussed in Section III. In Section IV, we will
investigate the high-order modes in the nanocavities with large
PhC mirror periods. In Section V, the bonding and antibonding
modes in beamwidth mismatched coupled NB nanocavities are
observed and used for switching the dominant lasing mode via
spatially nonuniform carrier injection.

II. MODE GAP CONFINED DIELECTRIC BAND IN

1-D PHC NB NANOCAVITIES

The scheme of 1-D PhCs composed of air holes on a sus-
pended InGaAsP NB is shown in Fig. 1(a). Important parame-
ters include lattice constant , air-hole radius , NBwidth , NB
thickness , and NB index . For 1-D PhCs with
nm and on an NB with
nm, and nm, the transverse-electric-like (TE-like)
propagating band diagram obtained by the 3-D plane-wave-ex-
pansion method is shown in Fig. 1(b). The first two bands from
low to high frequencies (curves with solid circles) are the di-
electric and air bands. From their mode profiles in fields at

shown in Fig. 1(b), the dielectric band can provide
good gain enhancement for an active light emitter owing to good
field overlapping with the dielectric region, while the air band
is suitable for optical sensor due to significant field overlapping
with the air region.
To form a high quality factor 1-D PhC NB nanocavity,

mode gap effect [3] in PhCs can provide confinement with ex-
tremely low loss and has good flexibility in optical design by
tuning different PhC parameters. For the dielectric band in 1-D
PhCswith onNB,we can create a heterointerface
via 1-D PhCs with on the same NB, where
is larger than , to form the mode gap effect. As shown in
the band diagram in Fig. 1(b), the frequency of the dielectric
band in (red curve with hollow circles) is lower than that
in (red curve with solid circles) on NBs. The frequency
difference denoted by the shadow region forms the mode gap,
where the dielectric band in with frequency inside cannot
propagate in . Therefore, this heterointerface of
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of a suspended NB with 1-D PhCs and (b) its TE-like prop-
agating band diagram via 3-D PWE method. Theoretic field distributions
of the dielectric and air bands in PWE simulations are shown as the inset of (b).
Illustration of forming mode gap for the dielectric band by 1-D PhCs with dif-
ferent on NB is also shown in (b). (c) Design of 1-D PhC NB nanocavity
with mode gap confined dielectric band via lattice gradually shifted PhC mir-
rors. (d) Confined dielectric mode profiles in and fields in nanocavities
with cavity sizes of and obtained via 3-D FEM.

and with different can serve as a mirror and double
heterointerfaces can form a nanocavity.
To precisely control different of PhCs in fabrication,

tuning lattice constant is a more feasible way than tuning the

air-hole radius . Therefore, the PhC mirror of our nanocavity
design shown in Fig. 1(c) is formed by air holes with grad-
ually increased lattice constant on both sides. From the center
of the NB, under a fixed of 126 nm, the lattice constant
is linearly increased by a 5 nm increment, where is 360
nm. Based on this design, we investigate the nanocavities with
two different cavity sizes of and , named and
nanocavities, as shown in Fig. 1(d), where the dielectric vein
and air hole locate at the center of these two nanocavities,
respectively.
To explore the dielectric modes in different nanocavities, the

3-D finite-element method (FEM) is utilized. The mode profiles
in and fields of the zeroth-order dielectric modes con-
fined in and nanocavities are shown in Fig. 1(d), where
is the dominant field component. Owing to different cavity

geometries, the fields in and nanocavities show even
and odd symmetries, which lead to different dielectric mode
properties. Via 3-D FEM, theoretic factors and mode volumes

of the zeroth-order dielectric modes in and nanocav-
ities under different from 4 to 18 are shown in Fig. 2(a). The
factors of the dielectric modes in and

nanocavities both increase with and become saturated when
, while is always higher than under dif-

ferent . The difference in can be explained by the theo-
retic time-averaged power flows of the zeroth-order dielectric
modes in and nanocavities at xz plane in Fig. 2(b) via
3-D FEM. In Fig. 2(b), less power flow above and below the
slab means less optical loss of the zeroth-order dielectric mode
in nanocavity, which is engineered by different symme-
tries shown in Fig. 1(d) and makes larger than . When
is larger than 14, and reach as high as and

, respectively. In addition, the mode volume of the
zeroth-order dielectric mode in nanocavity is always
slightly larger than that in nanocavity under different
due to the larger cavity size of nanocavity. When is

larger than 7, and are and ,
respectively.

III. DIELECTRIC MODE LASING PROPERTIES FROM
NANOCAVITIES WITH DIFFERENT SIZES

The designed and nanocavities are realized on the epi-
taxial structure consisted of compressively strained InGaAsP
multi-quantum-wells (MQWs) with thickness of 220 nm grown
on InP substrate via a series of electron-beam lithography with
proximity correction, dry-, and wet-etching processes. The de-
tails can be found in our previous report [13]. Fig. 3 shows the
tilted and top views of and nanocavities
under scanning electron microscope (SEM), where ,
and are 360 nm, 0.37, 670 nm, and 8, respectively.
The and nanocavities are then optically pumped by a

laser diode with wavelength of 845 nm, 15 ns pulse duration,
and 100 kHz repetition rate at room temperature. The single-
mode lasing spectra near 1550 nm and the light-in light-out
(L-L) curves of and nanocavities are
shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Via matching the mode frequencies
with the simulation results, the lasing modes are addressed as
the zeroth-order dielectric modes. Low threshold of 350 W is
obtained from the nanocavity. When considering the power
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Fig. 2. (a) Theoretic and of the zeroth-order dielectric modes in
and nanocavities with varied n from 4 to 18 via 3-D

FEM. (b) Time-averaged power flow distributions of the zeroth-order dielectric
modes in and nanocavities with at plane
via 3-D FEM.

Fig. 3. Tilted- and top-view SEM pictures of and
nanocavities.

absorbed by the MQWs, the effective threshold is only about 11
W. Furthermore, we observe two reasonable phenomena from
the - curves of and nanocavities with the same lattice
parameters. First, the threshold of nanocavity ( W) is
smaller than that of nanocavity ( W), which is always
observed in all samples. This is because is always higher
than under the same lattice parameters. Second, the slope
efficiencies of the zeroth-order dielectric modes in nanocav-
ities are always larger than those in nanocavities. This is
because more energy radiates into the air by the zeroth-order
dielectric mode in nanocavity than in nanocavity. This
can be confirmed by their theoretic radiation patterns in

fields (20 m above the slabs) of the zeroth-order dielectric
modes in these two nanocavities shown in Fig. 4(c), where the
dielectric mode in nanocavity shows stronger vertically di-
rectional emission than that in nanocavity. These two phe-
nomena show that the modal symmetries can greatly affect the
lasing properties, including the lasing thresholds and emission
directions/intensities. Moreover, the lasing emissions from the
and nanocavities are both linearly polarized, as shown in

the inset of Fig. 4(b). This is the nature of the dielectric modes
dominated by the fields, as predicted in Fig. 1(d).
With large PhCmirror periods, for example, shown in

Fig. 5(a), the first-order dielectric mode is observed in the lasing
spectra shown in Fig. 5(b), which is addressed by matching the
measured frequencies with the simulation results. In addition,
we also change the positions of pump spot ( m in diam-
eter) from the cavity center to the outer PhC mirror, as indi-
cated in Fig. 5(a) via a Piezo stage with 30 nm step resolution,
to verify the difference in mode localizations between the ze-
roth- and first-order dielectric modes. The lasing spectra under
different pump position shifts from 0 (cavity center) to 1.35
m are shown in Fig. 5(b). When increases, the first-order
dielectric mode starts to dominate the lasing properties under
a fixed pump power of 1.4 mW. When becomes larger than
1.20 m, only the first-order dielectric mode is excited. This
pump position dependence is obviously caused by the different
field localizations of the zeroth- and first-order dielectric modes
shown in Fig. 5(c).

IV. HIGH-ORDER MODES IN NB NANOCAVITIES WITH LARGE
PHC MIRROR PERIODS

One can increase the value by adding more PhC mirror pe-
riods [22], [23] in various 1-D PhC NB nanocavities, as we pre-
dicted in Fig. 2(a). However, high-order modes will appear as
we observed in Fig. 5(b), which is not preferred for a nanolaser
source. In experiments, we investigate the high-order modes in

nanocavity with different of 8, 10, and 14. The spectra
shown in Fig. 5(d) are obtained under a fixed pump power of 1.5
mW.With , the nanocavity shows the zeroth-order dielec-
tric mode single-mode lasing.When increases to be 10 and 14,
the first- and second-order dielectric modes appear in sequence.
This is because adding more PhCmirror periods increases the
factors of the zeroth-order and the high-order dielectric modes
simultaneously [24]. This makes the high-order modes become
competitive in lasing. When of the nanocavity increases
from 8 to 14, the factors of the first- and second-order di-
electric modes increase from 500 and 148 to be and

, respectively. Furthermore, the increased factors of
high-order modes also significantly increase the threshold of
the zeroth-order dielectric mode lasing, which is not benefi-
cial for a nanolaser source. Thus, for active nanolaser appli-
cations, large PhC mirror periods may not be the essentials.
The nanocavity should be with PhC mirror periods sufficient
for only the zeroth-order dielectric mode lasing, while the de-
vice footprint can be kept very small (for , device foot-
print m only, which is smaller than that we reported pre-
viously [13]). The device footprint is defined as the maximum
area where the coupling effect cannot be neglected when other
devices exist nearby. Therefore, in addition to the area of PhC
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Fig. 4. (a) Single-mode lasing spectra, (b) - curves, and measured linear polarizations of the zeroth-order dielectric modes in and
nanocavities with the same lattice parameters. (c) Theoretic radiation patterns of the dielectric modes in and nanocavities with at
xz plane.

Fig. 5. (a) SEM picture and (b) lasing spectra when moving the pump posi-
tion away from the center of nanocavity with
via a Piezo stage. The first-order dielectric mode dominates the lasing when
the pump position shift is more than 1.20 m away from the nanocavity
center. (c) Zeroth- and first-order dielectric mode profiles in electric fields in

nanocavity with obtained via 3-D FEM. (d) Lasing
spectra of nanocavities with , 10, and 14.

NB, the air regions with half-wavelength thickness on each side
of the NB are also included in the calculation of device footprint,
which is different from the definition in our previous report [13].

V. COUPLED DIELECTRIC MODES IN WIDTH-MISMATCHED
COUPLED NB NANOCAVITY

In addition to the nanocavity on single NB, one can also put
two identical NB nanocavities side by side to form a coupled NB
nanocavities [17], [20], [25]–[27] for various applications, for
example, optomechanical nano-resonators [17], optical sensors
[20], tunable lasers [26], optical filters [27], and so on. Bonding
and antibonding modes analog to the energy states in a two-
atom system can be obtained in this coupled structure to form a
photonic molecule. In experiments, we demonstrate a coupled
NB laser based on nanocavities, as shown in
Fig. 6(a). The 150 nm air gap distance between the two NBs
is shorter than the mode field decay length into the air and suf-
ficient for producing strong coupling between the nanocavities.
Two peaks are observed from the device as shown in Fig. 6(b)
and addressed as the bonding and antibonding modes via 3-D
FEM simulations. Theoretic antibonding mode profile in
field in Fig. 6(c) will show higher field confinement factor in
dielectric than that of bonding mode .
In the literature, researchers always assume that the two NB

nanocavities are identical. However, different detunes between
the NBs can be easily produced by various fabrication imper-
fections. For example, if there exists 15 nm beamwidth mis-
match (upper nm, lower nm, is de-
fined as [lower -upper )] between 1-D PhC coupled
nanocavities with nm, , and of 0.365, the
fields of bonding and antibonding modes will tend to con-

centrate in different NBs, as shown in Fig. 7(a). This is because
the coupling strength is greatly affected by the frequency dif-
ference of the dielectric modes in upper and lower NBs. When
the NBs are identical, the same dielectric mode frequencies in
the NBs lead to strong coupling. However, once a detune be-
tween the NBs is induced, for example, the NB width mismatch
here, the dielectric mode frequencies in upper and lower NBs
are different, and the coupling between them becomes weak.
Owing to the weak coupling, each coupled dielectric mode will
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Fig. 6. (a) Top-view SEM pictures of 1-D PhC coupled NB nanocavities with nm, nm, , and . (b) Two peaks
in spectrum correspond to the bonding and antibonding modes. (c) The ideal bonding and antibonding mode profiles in fields in 1-D PhC coupled NB
nanocavities.

Fig. 7. (a) Theoretic bonding and antibonding mode profiles in fields in 1-D PhC coupled NB nanocavities with nm (upper nm, lower
nm), nm, , and of 0.365. (b) Spectra of dominant lasing mode switching between the bonding and antibonding modes via spatially

nonuniform optical pumping in 1-D PhC coupled NB nanocavities with the same parameters in (a). (c) Theoretic wavelengths of the bonding and antibonding
modes in 1-D PhC coupled NB nanocavity with gap size of 200 nm under different . Theoretic mode profiles in electric fields of bonding and antibonding
modes under nm are also shown as the insets.

more concentrate in either NB. For the dielectric mode in the
narrower NB with shorter wavelength, the coupling mode will
be in the form of antibonding state with higher energy. Like-
wise, the coupling of dielectric mode with longer wavelength in
the wider NB will be the bonding state.
In experiments, from the coupled nanocavities with
of 15 nm and lattice parameters in above simulation, the

dominant lasing mode will switch from the antibonding to the
bonding modes when the pump position is moved from the
upper to the lower NB, as shown in Fig. 7(b). This phenomenon
agrees with the bonding and antibonding mode profiles in
fields shown in Fig. 7(a) and implies that one can control which
coupled mode is the dominant lasing mode via selectively in-
jecting carriers into one of the NBs.

In addition, we further enlarge the beamwidth mismatch
in a 1-D PhC coupled NB with gap size of 200 nm in

simulation. Theoretic wavelengths of bonding and antibonding
modes shown in Fig. 7(c) under different can be analog
to the coupled energy states variations in a two-atom system
with asymmetric atom sizes. When is large, the bonding
and antibonding modes become more isolated than the cases
with small , which can be clearly observed form the mode
profiles of the bonding and antibonding modes under
nm shown as the insets of Fig. 7(c). With large beamwidth
mismatch, large coupled mode wavelength differences can also
be obtained on-demand in this 1-D PhC coupled NB for various
applications in PICs. The extended results and discussions of
this issue will be published elsewhere [28].
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we study 1-D PhC NB nanocavities with mode
gap confined dielectric modes, where the PhC mirror with mode
gap is formed via gradually increasing the lattice constant. We
investigate and compare the zeroth-order dielectric modal prop-
erties in and nanocavities with different cavity sizes.
In simulations, high of and small mode volume of

are obtained from the zeroth-order dielectric mode
in nanocavity. In experiments, the zeroth-order dielectric
modes lasing with low effective thresholds are obtained from
and nanocavities. Both in simulations and experiments,

we have shown that the different dielectric modal symmetries
in these two nanocavities with different geometries lead to very
different lasing properties, including Qs, thresholds, and emis-
sion directions/intensities. In addition, to avoid the rising of
high-order modes, we point out that the presented design for
serving as a nanolaser should be with PhC mirror periods suffi-
cient for only the zeroth-order dielectric mode lasing, while the
device footprint can be kept very small (for , device foot-
print m ). Furthermore, we also show that the bonding
and antibonding modes in 1-D PhC coupled NB nanocav-
ities will exhibit nonuniform mode distributions owing to the
beamwidth mismatch between NBs. Via their mode fields con-
centrated in either NBs, we can decide and control the dominant
lasing mode via spatially nonuniform carrier injection, which
would be beneficial for switchable nanolasers. Finally, we also
theoretically show that large coupled mode wavelength differ-
ences can be obtained on-demand in 1-D PhC coupled NB via
tuning the beamwidth mismatch on purpose for various appli-
cations in PICs.
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